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Meeting Chair Dujour: Alexander D. Gelman, ComSoc

Agenda

1. Formulation of the mission statement
   Proposed mission of this group is to draft a BoPL deployment strategy and establish a scope for standardization at IEEE-SA and relevant positioning with respect to other industry and standards bodies

2. Position statements
   Position Statements on any relevant to BoPL issues, e.g. on discussion items of part-3 are solicited
   - Utilities (e.g. EPRI, CEIDS)
   - IEEE-SA
   - IEEE-ComSoc - Alex Gelman
   - IEEE-EMC
   - IEEE-PES - John Newbury
   - Telcordia Technologies – Jeff Boksiner
   - HomePlug (?)
   - Others

3. Discussion Items: BoPL – The Big Picture and IEEE-SA Strategy
   - Service Value Chain
   - Supplier Value Chain
   - Standardization Value Chain
   - IEEE-SA Scope

4. Next Steps
   Among next steps possibility is to produce a White Paper on BoPL. It should indicate a united IEEE position on the state of technology, service and supplier value chains and IEEE-SA’s role in standardization of core technologies